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**ABSTRACT** To cope with severe environmental problems, the government has implemented strict emission control policies, and promoted the use of technology such as shore power (SP) in the form of subsidies. The SP providers of the shipping lines like the ports provide better SP services to shipping lines by improving its reliability, such as safety and standardization. This paper examines a two-echelon maritime supply chain consisting of a port and a shipping line under government green subsidy and explores the subsidy mechanism and its impact. The optimal government subsidy intensity and subsidy reduction point are confirmed using game theory. The system dynamics (SD) method is used to analyze the influence and evolution of practical problems such as government subsidy efficiency, information asymmetry, and inconsistent decision-making periods under multiple games utilizing the optimal response function. The paper shows that both shipper SP preference and decision period affect the SP reliability. When the shipper's preference is high, the actual shipper's subsidies and government subsidies are inefficient. Information asymmetry borne by ports and shipping line causes considerable fluctuations in the game and does not affect the actual subsidies received by shippers. Also, shipping line downstream of the supply chain are more affected by it. This paper offers insight for the government to formulate subsidy policies in the maritime supply chain.

**INDEX TERMS** Subsidy policy, emission control, game theory, system dynamics, shore power.

I. INTRODUCTION

Maritime shipping logistics is an efficient and sustainable mode of transportation. It is the lifeline of the global economy and undertakes 90% of global trade [1]. However, the maritime industry has caused high water and air pollution scare both in the ocean and in the inland waterways. International shipping accounted for 2.2% of the global anthropogenic CO2 emissions in 2012, and according to the current development prospects of maritime transport, in 2050, maritime emissions will increase by 50% - 250% [2]. The harmful pollutants generated by shipping include CO2, sulfur dioxide (SO2), and nitrogen oxides (NOx), and the latter account for 15% and 13% of global emissions, respectively [3], [4]. Additionally, particulate matter (PM) emissions from shipping in coastlines and ports have shown to cause breathing-related deaths, particularly in Europe and China, where thousands of vessels and ten million tons of containers are handled in a year. The EU Commission and IMO (International Maritime Organization) have proposed a series of policies to reduce shipping pollution, including Emission Control Areas (ECAs), shipping speed limits, and bunker levy [5]–[7]. SO2 has made significant improvements in the reduction of emissions. According to Zis and Psaraftis [8], in 2015, SO2 emissions from all forms of transportation accounted for 3.5%, compared to road, which accounted for 0.48%. SO2 emissions from maritime transport have significantly reduced since 2005. To reduce emissions at berths, the EU set a 0.1% SO2 emission limit for ships at berth or sailing on inland rivers [9]. In 2018, the Chinese Ministry of Transport announced ECAs containing China’s coastline.
and inland rivers, 0.5% SO\textsubscript{2} emission limit for a ship at berth and its adjacent sea areas, and 0.1% for sailing on inland rivers [10]. Shipping lines with their ships are forced to use clean equipment technology or Low Sulphur Fuel Oil (LSFO) to reduce emissions and comply with emission control regulations.

Generally, when the ship is docked, it needs to keep the continuous operation of the fuel engine to ensure the safety of ship’s high-power pump and support system. Consequently, ships docking emissions are the main source of air pollution, particularly in Europe and China. Shore power (SP, also known as cold ironing) means that when a ship is docked at a port, it is connected to the land-side power equipment to supply the ship’s pumps, communications, lighting and other power needs from the shore side, thereby turning off the auxiliary engine to reduce the ship’s exhaust emissions. Since SP could significantly reduce ship pollution emissions, it is widely used in port areas to improve air quality.

Since using SP can drastically reduce CO\textsubscript{2}, SO\textsubscript{x}, NO\textsubscript{x}, and black carbon (BC) [11], port authorities promote the use of SP for ships at berth. In China, the Shanghai port and Shenzhen port have put in place policies on SP subsidies [12]. However, although most ports have built SP facilities and new ships have SP equipment, the SP utilization rate is low due to inefficiency and technical standard. The SP technical standards are inconsistent in different countries, while carriers use SP technology with unified standards and high safety [13]. Concurrently, there are information asymmetry problems and inconsistent decision-making periods in the port and shipping line process. Additionally, the government faces long-term subsidy policy stability problems and the problem of a decrease of the subsidy under the financial pressure in the future.

This paper constructs a two-level green maritime supply chain that includes ports and shipping lines to address the information asymmetry problem, inconsistent decision-making periods and subsidy stability. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) Use game theory to build a decision model for a port and a shipping line, and analyze the government subsidy mechanism to establish the optimal subsidy intensity.
2) Combine game theory with system dynamics (SD), and construct a Dynamic Maritime Green Subsidy Model (DMGSM) using game theory’s response function to solve the problem of equilibrium for repeated games.
3) Solve the information asymmetry problem in the decision-making process of port and shipping line through random function and condition function of SD.

The rest of this paper is presented as follows. Section II summarizes the literature on green ports, maritime subsidy mechanisms, and the application of game theory and SD in ports. Section III introduces the game theory model and analysis; Section IV builds the DMGSM; calculation results and discussions are addressed in Section V, while a brief conclusion is made in Section VI.

**II. LITERATURE REVIEW**

This paper relates to the literature on three streams, green ports, maritime subsidy mechanism, and application of game theory and SD in ports.

**A. GREEN PORTS**

Green ports and maritime logistics are relatively new with rapid growth since 2006 [14]. Although most researches on green ports focus on ECAs policy and its impact [15]–[18], there is limited research on the sustainable port technologies [19], [20]. Tseng and Pilcher [21] studied the challenges of introducing SP in Kaohsiung port using qualitative and quantitative methods with stakeholders. Although the introduction of SP is needed in the long run, its most significant obstacle is the short-term high construction cost. Zis [20] outlined a method for comprehensively assessing whether ports and shipowners should invest in SP, which pointed out that the lack of technical coverage in ports was the main obstacle in implementing SP. Additionally, for the ships with SP capability, port authorities will need to invest further to improve SP standards and regulation. Chen et al. [22] examined the interaction mechanism of the demonstration and promotion of SP in China using the fuzzy DEMATEL model. The model highlighted three factors that affect the SP as policies, support systems, and SP construction standards. Although most researches have analyzed the promotion and restrictions of SP as one of the green port technologies, none examined the game relationship between ports and shipping lines after SP construction. The researches have also not pointed out the investment impact of ports after application of SP.

**B. MARITIME SUBSIDY MECHANISM**

This paper contributes to the literature focus on government subsidy mechanisms in the maritime supply chain, a crucial policy in shipping [23], [24]. Traditionally, ports are purely commercial enterprises, and the government subsidy increases the contribution of ports to the national economy [24]. However, the severe environmental problems force governments to examine the environmental subsidies, such as moving freights from high carbon intensity to low carbon intensity modes [25]. Medda and Trujillo [26] analyzed short sea transport in Europe and pointed out that subsidy policy promotes water transport when road congestion is not severe. Qu et al. [27] proposed a performance-based system model that analyzed the liner shipping pricing and port subsidy problems. They established that direct subsidies to shippers would directly change their behavior and significantly stimulate demand. Generally, different subsidy targets in port and shipping line decisions have different effects. Nevertheless, there is limited research on port sustainability investment, government subsidy, and other stakeholders like shipping lines.
C. APPLICATION OF GAME THEORY AND SD IN PORTS

Our research examines the application of game theory and SD in ports, which has been used by many researchers in the last few decades. Most work focuses on port competition [28], [29] and economics of ports [30], [31]. There is limited literature on the application of these methods in green ports, although it has been widely developed in the port industry. Cui and Notteboom [32] examined the competition between the private port and landlord port under government emission control tax, and they highlighted that the government has to input on environmental protection, maximize social welfare, and promote individual motivations. Park et al. [33] pointed out that the optimal emission level is affected by maximum reservation price, capacity, and environmental damage costs of ports. SD is used in analyzing the impact of port environmental policies on port efficiency. Based on this purpose, Woo et al. [34] introduced a simulation to examine the Busan port using historical data. Additionally, green technologies such as LSFO, SP, and scrubbers plays a crucial role in green ports. Sheng et al. [35] developed a game model to analyze the competitive relationship between ports and shipping companies under emission control, and simulate different control methods, but they didn’t think about government green subsidies. Yang et al. [36] conducted a two-level maritime supply chain of ports and shipping lines and compared two emission reduction technologies with the different power structures of the supply chain. Lai et al. [37] examined sustainable technology in shipping lines and proposed a two-period game-theoretical model under market uncertainty. However, according to [20], for ports, it is crucial to invest in improving the SP standards and regulations. Most researches do not have effective game results due to information asymmetry.

This research paper differs from the other researches because it focuses on both the government subsidy of the shipper and the information asymmetry and equilibrium solution. Additionally, the paper considers the SP reliability preference of the shipper, which significantly impact port and shipping line decisions [20], [22]. This research attempts to complement and expand the existing literature on sustainability investment and government subsidy in ports and shipping lines.

III. GAME ANALYSIS UNDER GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY

A. GAME DESIGN AND NOTATIONS

This paper analyzes a two-echelon maritime supply chain that includes a port and a shipping line with its ships. The port is an upstream service provider of the shipping line. In this model, governments set an emission control area, which includes the port and two different technologies (SP or LSFO). The port provides SP terminal services and charges berthing fees. Additionally, the port continually strives to improve the SP’s technology safety and standardization, known as SP reliability. The shipping line is a green freight carrier, and the ships have installed SP equipment. The service price paid by the customer to the carrier includes the freight charges, the port fee, and the additional cost of SP or LSFO. With the improvement of SP reliability, customers will use the SP terminals with safety standards.

At the same time, in order to improve the utilization of SP terminal, the governments will subsidize local shippers using the SP terminal. On the one hand, the subsidy improves the utilization rate of SP terminals and induces the preference of shippers. On the other hand, it promotes the improvement of SP standards and the safety of ports.

The relevant notations in this paper are shown in Table 1.

For the convenience of subsequent modeling and analysis, the following assumptions are made.

1) We consider the scenario where local shippers choose ports and shipping companies for export business. That is because the government subsidy, which is given to foreign ships, causes leakages of the government’s welfare from the subsidized port. Also, according to the Chinese government’s green port subsidy rules, the subsidies must be local Chinese companies[12].

2) We normalize the base cost of the port and shipping line to zero. The shipping line’ extra cost that adopts LSFO is also zero. This analysis is done when the ship docks at the port. Normalizing the cost to zero does not affect the game results. We use LSFO since its cheaper than SP. However, since adopting SP is cleaner than LSFO, the governments use subsidies to increase SP usage. Due to this, we normalize the extra cost of LSFO to zero for simplicity, which does not affect the results.

3) The potential market demand is a linear function of freight fee, and the port’s SP reliability affects it. \( q = a - b(p - \lambda e) + \theta e, b > \theta > 0 \). The linear demand function is hugely adopted in the maritime supply chain field [37]–[40]. In this research, the government directly subsidizes shippers based on port SP reliability; so shipper’s actual freight charges are \( p - \lambda e \). Additionally, the port SP reliability has a positive effect on total demand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>Potential market demand</td>
<td>TEU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>Price-sensitive parameter</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Coefficient of SP reliability</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>Total demand</td>
<td>TEU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>Coefficient of SP reliability cost</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>Unit extra service cost adopting SP</td>
<td>CNY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Government subsidy intensity</td>
<td>CNY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \pi_s )</td>
<td>Port’s total profit</td>
<td>CNY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \pi_e )</td>
<td>Shipping line’s total profit</td>
<td>CNY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision variables</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>Shipping line’ freight rate</td>
<td>CNY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega )</td>
<td>Port’s service fee</td>
<td>CNY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>Port’s SP reliability</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. GAME ANALYSIS

We assume that both of the port and the shipping line strategize based on the principle of maximizing profits. The game decision sequence includes: the port firstly decides its service fee \( w \) and SP reliability level \( e \), while the shipping line decides its freight rate \( p \). The profit functions are expressed as:

\[
\max_{w,e} \pi_p = wq - \frac{1}{2}ke^2 
\]

\[
\max_{p} \pi_S = (p - w - f) q
\]

In (1), the second term represents the port’s cost of upgrading the SP reliability, which is quadratic in \( e \). Additionally, we assume that the coefficient \( k \) is a large number \((k > (\theta + \beta k)^2/4b)\), which means SP upgrading cost is relatively high. This avoids impossible situations, in which the port can upgrade SP at a lower cost to obtain a larger profit.

A backward induction method was used to solve the problems. For the shipping line, because \( \partial^2 \pi_S/\partial p^2 = \frac{e^q}{\partial w \partial e} \) a concave function with \( p \) for a given \( w \) and \( e \). By solving \( \partial \pi_S/\partial p = 0 \), we get the optimal best response function of \( p \):

\[
p(w, e) = \frac{a + e(\theta + \lambda) + b(w + f)}{2b}
\]

Then we substitute (4) to (1), we get the Hessian matrix of \( \pi_p(w, e) \) below:

\[
H = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial^2 \pi_p}{\partial w^2} & \frac{\partial^2 \pi_p}{\partial w \partial e} \\
\frac{\partial^2 \pi_p}{\partial w \partial e} & \frac{\partial^2 \pi_p}{\partial e^2}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
-b & \frac{\theta + \lambda b}{2} \\
\frac{\theta + \lambda b}{2} & -k
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Since \( H_1 = -b < 0 \), \( |H| = bk - (\theta + \lambda b)^2/4b > 0 \), \( \pi_p(w, e) \) is a concave function with \( w \) and \( e \). By solving \( \partial \pi_p/\partial w = 0, \partial \pi_p/\partial e = 0 \) we get the optimal best response function of \( w \) and \( e \):

\[
w(e, p) = \frac{2[a + e(\theta + \lambda) - bp]}{b}; \quad e(w) = \frac{w(b \lambda + \theta)}{k}
\]

Solving (4) and (6), we get the optimal results of the port and shipping line.

\[
w^* = \frac{2k(a - bf)}{4bk - (b \lambda + \theta)^2} \quad e^* = \frac{(a - bf)(b \lambda + \theta)}{4bk - (b \lambda + \theta)^2}
\]

\[
p^* = \frac{3ak - f(b \lambda + \theta)^2 - bk}{4bk - (b \lambda + \theta)^2}
\]

Then we substitute (7)-(8) into the port and shipping line’s profit function, the equilibrium demand and profits are as below:

\[
q^* = \frac{bk(a - bf)}{4bk - (b \lambda + \theta)^2} \quad \pi_p^* = \frac{k(a - bf)^2}{8bk - 2(b \lambda + \theta)^2}
\]

\[
\pi_S^* = \frac{bk^2(a - bf)^2}{4bk - (b \lambda + \theta)^2}
\]

To analyze the situation before and after government subsidies, we set \( \lambda = 0 \), then we get the optimal freight rate before subsidy, \( p^0 = (3ak - f(\theta^2 - bk))(4bk - \theta^2) \).

By observing \( p^0 \) and \( p^* \) we find that \( \Delta p = p^* - p^0 = \frac{\lambda(a - bf)[(b \lambda + \theta)^2 - 2\theta(b \lambda + \theta) + \theta^2]}{4bk - (b \lambda + \theta)^2} \)

To ensure the shipper gets a positive subsidy, governments need to make \( \xi \geq 0 \), and we get \( \lambda \geq \frac{(2bk + \theta^2)a}{(bk - \theta^2)b} \).

To reflect the effect of government subsidies, we set \( E \) to represent the efficiency of government subsidies:

\[
E = \frac{\Delta q}{\lambda e^* q^*} = b(b \lambda + 2\theta) \frac{4bk - (b \lambda + \theta)^2}{(b \lambda + \theta)(a - bf)(4bk - \theta^2)}
\]

Due to financial pressure, the government will not always subsidize. So, we set \( I \) to represent the upper bound of total subsidy under financial pressure. The government subsidy intensity \( \lambda \) needs to satisfy the subsidy interval \( 0 \leq \lambda e^* q^* \leq I \Rightarrow 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1/e^* q^* \), so the highest subsidy intensity \( \lambda_M = I/e^* q^* \).

Because \( \lambda \geq \frac{(2bk + \theta^2)\theta}{(bk - \theta^2)b} \) we find a critical point \( \theta_C \), which satisfies \( (2bk + \theta^2)\theta/(bk - \theta^2)b = \lambda_M = 1/e^* q^* \). This means that due to the existence of an upper bound total subsidy after SP reliability and market maturity, the government must reduce or cancel subsidies. Furthermore, \( \theta_C \) is the critical point for the government to reduce subsidies.

We set \( r \) to represent the subsidy reduction rate to get \( \Delta \lambda = r \lambda \). When \( \theta \) increases to \( \theta + \Delta \theta \), the \( \lambda \) reduces to \( \lambda - \Delta \lambda \). The reliability of SP after subsidy reduction should not be lower than SP reliability before subsidy reduction, which means \( e^*|\theta + \Delta \theta, \lambda - \Delta \lambda \geq e^*|\theta, \lambda \) then we get \( 0 \leq r \leq \Delta \theta/b \).

Government subsidies help to determine the SP market maturity, and also promote the progress of SP technology.
to a certain extent, thereby reducing the reliability cost of SP. Here we set $\eta = \Delta k / k$ to represent the progress rate of SP technology. After technological advances, the coefficient $k$ is $k_{\text{new}} = k (1 - \eta)$. Similarly, the reliability of SP after technology progress cannot be lower than that before, which means $e^* |_{k - \Delta k, \lambda - \Delta \lambda} \geq e^* |_{k, \lambda}$, then, we get $\eta \geq r \lambda \left[(b\lambda + \theta)^2 + r b\lambda (b\lambda + \theta) - 4b\lambda\right] / 4k (b\lambda + \theta)$. Because of the SP technology progress, the government can also guarantee the SP reliability under the condition of the subsidy reduction mechanism.

IV. DYNAMIC GAME SIMULATION BASED ON SD

From the game model, we analyze the equilibrium results under traditional static games. However, practically, information asymmetry and differences in decision periods have often encountered that lead to dynamic changes in in-game equilibrium. An SD approach was applied to improve the above game model.

A. CONCEPT OF THE SD MODEL

The game system includes government subsidies, SP reliability investment, and market preference. The casual loop diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

B. SD MODEL CONSTRUCTION

Based on the above casual loop diagram, we constructed a dynamic maritime green subsidy model (DMGSM) using Vensim PLE 7.3.5 software, a widely used SD simulation tool. The system flow graph of DMGSM consists of the subsystem, as shown in Fig. 2. Concurrently, it also includes the relevant changes in SP efficiency and regular freight rate. Additionally, we use functions such as ‘DELAY’ and ‘RANDOM’ to reflect the inconsistency and randomness of DMGSM.

The main objective of this paper’s model is to simulate the impact of information asymmetry and inconsistency on the equilibrium of green port and shipping line from a dynamic game perspective. DMGSM was designed in consideration of...
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SIMULATION RESULTS

Firstly, we used the DMGSM to simulate the common game scenario in Section III., and the results are shown in Tab.2.

The system we established that reached equilibrium after 17 rounds of games, the simulation results are consistent with the optimal solution of Section III, which means our DMGSM can represent the game process between the green port and the shipping line. In Tab.2, the optimal SP reliability is 1.7 when the shipper’s green preference is 1000, and the optimal container throughput of SP terminal is 165497 TEU. Although the government subsidy standard is 173.7 CNY/TEU, the actual subsidy of the shipper is only 27.3 CNY/TEU due to the 8.5% increase of freight rates in the shipping line over unsubsidized. The shipping line also relies on government subsidies to increase the price in disguised form, thus occupying a certain proportion of government subsidies.

From the government’s perspective, its monthly subsidy expenditure is 29 million CNY. Under this condition, the subsidy efficiency is 55.8 TEU, which means that for every 10,000 CNY invested, the SP terminals amount increases by 55.8 TEU than without subsidies. However, subsidies are not permanent. With green preferences unchanged, the scope for the government to allow shippers to receive positive subsidies is 17.0 to 354.6 CNY/TEU. When out of this range, subsidies may exceed fiscal ceilings or be ineffective for shippers. Thus, as analyzed in Section, when the sustainable preference...
reaches 18737, the government reaches the financial ceiling and must reduce subsidies. The expected rate of technological progress is 2.01%, which means if technological progress reaches 2.01%, the government can reduce subsidies within 50%.

B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In this Section, the influence of parameter changes is analyzed from the following aspects.

1) SHIPPER’S SUSTAINABILITY PREFERENCE

Environmental problems make enterprises like Huawei, Samsung, and other enterprises attach environmental protection importance to the transportation chain. Thus, we define the parameter of shipper’s sustainability preference in APPENDIX function (20) as 0, 50, and 100 to see these changes. The results are shown in Fig.3, after 17 rounds of games, the SP reliability reached equilibrium and began to decline when the government subsidies dropped three years later due to lack of technological progress. High green preferences lead to high SP reliability and low efficiency of government subsidies. This shows that the increase of shippers’ SP recognition helps in SP applications and replaces the government’s subsidy effect to a certain extent.

2) TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS

To describe the impact of technological progress, we set the parameter of the actual rate of technological progress in APPENDIX function (1) as 0, 0.005, and 0.01. The results of technological progress are similar to the shipper’s sustainability preference, as shown in Fig.4. Additionally, due to technological progress, SP reliability is not affected by the decline in subsidies but has steadily increased in the face of substantial technological progress. Therefore, the shipper’s sustainability preference and technological progress have a dual-directional promotion effect on green SP construction.

3) DIFFERENCES IN DECISION PERIOD

Decisions are often not immediate. For example, port efforts to improve the reliability of SP may take time to reflect. We set the SP reliability decision period in APPENDIX function (27) as 0, 3, and 6; simulation results are shown in Fig.5. Long decision period took many game rounds to reach equilibrium, or never reached equilibrium. It took 35 rounds of games to reach equilibrium for an SP reliability period of 3, but periods of 6 could not reach equilibrium. However, although long-period decision-making requires more rounds to reach equilibrium, in the long run, a longer decision-making period is conducive to the SP reliability.

4) INFORMATION ASYMMETRY

In reality, customers’ preference for SP reliability is not static. Traditional shippers only pay attention to transportation costs, but the deterioration of the environment makes shippers who fulfill corporate social responsibility (CSR) also pay attention to pollution and safety. The ‘RANDOM
FIGURE 7. The scenario analysis results (a).

The UNIFORM(min, max, seed) function in Vensim PLE is used to reflect the heterogeneity of preference, which means generating a random number obeys the [min-max] uniform distribution, and 'seed' represents the initial value.

We set the model APPENDIX (8) random range as (1, 1, 1), (0.5, 1.5, 1), (0, 2, 1) to reflect uncertainty on market green preferences. Due to asymmetric information, the game equilibrium fluctuates, as shown in Fig.6. The higher the degree of information asymmetry, the higher the fluctuation.

FIGURE 8. The scenario analysis results (b).

The shipper's actual subsidy is largely unaffected by information asymmetry. This means that the subsidies received by shippers are not affected by the information asymmetry, which is entirely borne by shipping line and port.

C. SCENARIO ANALYSIS

Real-world scenarios are often more complex than the single variable analysis above. Therefore, we set three scenarios...
to describe the real case, known as ‘Pessimistic,’ ‘Normal,’ ‘Optimism.’

The pessimistic scenario is an extreme case, indicating low green preference, a high degree of information asymmetry, and low technology progress. Therefore, we set the parameters of APPENDIX function (20), (1), (8) as 100, (0, 2, 1), 0.25 respectively. The optimism scenario is an ideal situation, and we set the parameters of the APPENDIX function (20), (1), (8) as 300, (0.7, 1.2, 1) respectively. The normal scenario is based on the relationship between the above two scenarios. We set the parameters of model function (20), (1), (8) as 200, (0.5, 1.5, 1), 0.5 respectively.

In optimism scenario, port and shipping line outperformed the other two scenarios in terms of cost or profit, as shown in Fig.7. The fluctuation of port profit in the three scenarios is the same and is lower than the other three. This shows that the shipping line is located downstream of the port and shipping supply chain and directly docks with the shipper, which is greatly affected by information asymmetry, while the port is small.

The other four crucial results of scenario analysis are shown in Fig.8. Similar to Fig.7, for SP reliability, the shipper’s actual subsidy and disguised price rate, values, and fluctuation in optimism scenario are more significant than the other two scenarios. However, for government subsidy efficiency, the results skew the opposite way. The value and volatility of government subsidy efficiency are higher in the optimistic scenario than in the other two scenarios. Therefore, the SP reliability has a more significant influence on the shipper’s sustainability preferences, and government subsidy efficiency is more affected by asymmetric information.

VI. CONCLUSION

Ports contribute positively to the global economy and trade. However, ports have become primary air and water pollution sources in port cities, and governments have adopted policies such as emission control and subsidized clean technology to regulate the port’s pollution. This paper examines a two-level maritime supply chain consisting of a port and a shipping line under the government subsidies, aiming to offer insights into policy choice toward a sustainable future in port industries. Traditional game theory was adopted in the analysis and shown that in the future, ships will have SP equipment and a shipper subsidy mechanism for the government to increase the port’s control. Government subsidy efficiency and shipper’s actual subsidy are proposed, and the optimal subsidy intensity, the critical point of subsidy reduction, and the expected technological progress rate are solved. Also, regarding the problems of multiple games in practice, information asymmetry, and inconsistent decision-making cycles, combined with game theory response functions, and the SD method are used to construct the DMGSM model. Additionally, the delay function, random function, and condition function are introduced to analyze the overall effects of subsidies on shippers’ preferences and technological progress.

We found that the sustainability preference and technological progress of the shipper have a dual-directional promoting effect on SP reliability. This means, under high market acceptance, governments should reduce the standard of subsidy, because high subsidy is raised by the shipping line in a disguised price, leading to low efficiency of the government subsidy and the actual subsidy reaching the shipper. Different decision periods cause short-term fluctuations, but in the long-term, longer decision periods increase the reliability of SP. Subsidies actually reaching shippers are not affected by information asymmetry, which is entirely borne by shipping line and port. Of note, we found that shipping line downstream the supply chain are highly affected by information asymmetry. In contrast to the SP reliability, government subsidy efficiency is more affected by information asymmetric, which means governments should actively promote the construction of a transparent service platform for the maritime supply chain to reduce information asymmetry.

In our model, a two-echelon maritime supply chain composed of a port and a shipping line is examined. Nevertheless, in practical terms, a port may contain multiple shipping lines. Thus, further studies should explore this aspect. Moreover, since shipper’ sustainability preference promotes the SP reliability, a preference prediction should be performed from the perspective of forecast information sharing between maritime supply chains [41]. Also, we note that this study did not incorporate elements of competition in the port. This need to be investigated in future [42].

APPENDIX

The model equations of DMGSM in Fig.2.

1) Actual rate of technological progress = Expected rate of technological progress*1

2) Container throughput of shore power terminal = “potential demand (a)” - (“price-sensitive parameter (b)”**“shipping line’s freight rate (p)”) + (“parameter (bλ + θ)”**“SP reliability (e)”)

3) Disguised price rate = (“government subsidy intensity (λ)”**“SP reliability (e)”-shipper’s actual subsidy)/ (“shipping line’s freight rate (p)” - ( “government subsidy intensity (λ)”**“SP reliability (e)”-shipper’s actual subsidy))

4) Expected rate of technological progress = “subsidy reduction rate (r)”**“government subsidy intensity (λ)”** (“subsidy reduction rate (r)”**“price-sensitive parameter (b)”**“government subsidy intensity (λ)”**“parameter (bλ + θ)”**“parameter (bλ + θ)”**“price-sensitive parameter (b)”**“SP reliability cost coefficient (k)”)/ (“SP reliability cost coefficient (k)”**“parameter (bλ + θ)”)

5) Game equilibrium = (new port service fee-“port service fee (w)”)/“port service fee (w)”

6) Government subsidy efficiency = (container throughput of shore power terminal-initial shore power terminal container volume ) / total subsidy expenditure*10000
7) “Government subsidy intensity (\(\lambda\)) = \text{INTEG}(-“government subsidy intensity (\(\lambda\))”*“subsidy reduction rate (r)”, 100)
8) Information asymmetry = RANDOM UNIFORM (1, 1, 1)*“shipper’ sustainability level preference (\(\theta\))”
9) Initial shore power terminal container volume = 5000 TEU
10) Maritime total profit = port’s profit + shipping line’s profit
11) Maximum subsidy intensity = “subsidy upper bound (I)”/“SP reliability (e)”* container throughput of shore power terminal
12) New port service fee = (“potential demand (a)”-“price-sensitive parameter (b)”*“SP extra cost (f)”)+“parameter (b\(\lambda + \theta\))”*“SP reliability (e)”)/“price-sensitive parameter (b)”
13) “Parameter (b\(\lambda + \theta\))” = “price-sensitive parameter (b)” * “government subsidy intensity (\(\lambda\))” + information asymmetry
14) “Port service fee (w)” = \text{INTEG} ((1+ game equilibrium) *“port service fee (w)” *“port service fee (w)”, 600CNY)
15) Port’s profit = (“port service fee (w)”)* container throughput of shore power terminal-SP cost
16) “Potential demand (a)” = 500000
17) “Price-sensitive parameter (b)” = 200
18) Regular freight rate = 650CNY
19) “Shipper” actual freight charges = “shipping line’s freight rate (p)” * “subsidy standard (r)”
20) “Shipper” sustainability level preference (\(\theta\)) = \text{INTEG} (0* ( (“SP reliability (e)” + “regular freight rate”) /2 + regular freight rate/shipper actual freight charges) *0.5, 1000)
21) “Shipper’s” actual subsidy = (“government subsidy intensity (\(\lambda\))” * (“potential demand (a)”-“price-sensitive parameter (b)” * “SP extra cost (f)”)+ (“price-sensitive parameter (b)” * “SP reliability cost coefficient (k)” * “price-sensitive parameter (b)” * “government subsidy intensity (\(\lambda\))” - “shipper” sustainability level preference (\(\theta\))” - “shipper” sustainability level preference (\(\theta\)))*2 + “parameter (b\(\lambda + \theta\))”))\((4* “price-sensitive parameter (b)” * “SP reliability coefficient (k)” * “parameter (b\(\lambda + \theta\))” *2))\((4* “price-sensitive parameter (b)” * “SP reliability cost coefficient (k)” * “shipper” sustainability level preference (\(\theta\)))*2))
22) “Shipping line’s freight rate (p)” = (“potential demand (a)” + “price-sensitive parameter (b)”) * (“port service fee (w)” + “SP extra cost (f)”)+“parameter (b\(\lambda + \theta\))” * “SP reliability (e)”)/ (“price-sensitive parameter (b)”)
23) Shipping line’s profit = (“shipping line’s freight rate (p)” - “port service fee (w)” - “SP extra cost (f)”)* container throughput of shore power terminal
24) Shore power efficiency = 0.2
25) SP cost = 0.5*“SP reliability cost coefficient (k)” * “SP reliability (e)”*2
26) “SP extra cost (f)” = 200CNY
27) “SP reliability (e)” = (“port service fee (w)”)+“parameter (b\(\lambda + \theta\))”*“SP reliability cost coefficient (k)”
28) “SP reliability cost coefficient (k)” = \text{INTEG} (“SP reliability cost coefficient (k)” * “actual rate of technological progress, 2.5e+07”)
29) Subsidy gap = IF THEN ELSE (total subsidy expenditure >= “subsidy upper bound (I)” , total subsidy expenditure - “subsidy upper bound (I)” , 0)
30) “Subsidy standard (/TEU) = “SP reliability (e)” * “government subsidy intensity (\(\lambda\))”
31) “subsidy reduction rate (r)” = (STEP (0.0063,37) + (STEP (0.0031,52)))
32) “Subsidy upper bound (I)” = 6e +07 CNY
33) Total subsidy expenditure = “subsidy standard (/TEU)” * container throughput of shore power terminal
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